EHRis Conversion and Archiving Solutions
A better way to Convert, Archive and Manage Patient Data
Our conversion solutions team works with all of your existing patient data to convert, migrate, and then provide easy access to live
and archived patient information. We leverage advanced technology, maintain strong relationships with leading EHR/PM vendors,
and utilize our extensive Conversion Library to get your new systems online quickly and with minimal expense.
This one-stop solution will solve duplicate patient records, convert your EHR/PM to a clean new system, and archive all legacy
patient data into a master archive database that is easily accessed and viewed in our customizable dashboard.
• Comprehensive Conversion Library

• Integrated Dashboard to Access Archived Data

• Duplicate Patient Records Management

• Release of Records Utility

• Clinical and Financial Archive Data Storage
SOLUTIONS FOR:
• Practices

• HIE Networks

• Ambulatory Clinics

• Hospitals and Health Systems
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See all of Your Current and Legacy Clinical Data in One Place

Eliminate Duplicate Patient Records Before Conversion
Problems associated with duplicate patient records is an on-going challenge,
especially during conversions. Prior to your data migration, we work with our strategic
partner, OCCAM, to quickly assess how big your duplication count problem actually is
for your organization. Then we employ OCCAM’s sophisticated merge patient cleanup
process. And, since the duplicate patient challenge never goes away, OCCAM may
also serve as your on-going duplicate patient management solution.

EHR Conversions—Optimize The Value of Your New System
The gold standard for EHR system replacement is to populate a new system with as
much patient information as possible from the system or systems it is replacing. EHR

Integration Services is an industry leader in performing thorough and efficient data
conversions. We work closely with the key stakeholders in your organization to make
sure your EHR conversion and data migration project is a success, so you can focus
on continuing to deliver excellent patient care with a minimum of disruption.

Clinical Archive Dashboard—provide access to ALL Patient Records
It may not be practical or possible to convert all the relevant clinical data from your
old system into your new EHR. Yet it’s crucial for patient care and for medical/legal
reasons that you “leave no data behind.” The EHR Clinical Archive Dashboard provides
easy access to a full view of all archive data from your old EMR. There’s no need to
keep your old system running, along with the maintenance and licensing headaches
that go with it. The EHR Clinical Archive Dashboard can be configured to operate as a
module inside many leading EHR systems, avoiding the need for clinicians to log into
multiple systems to see their patient’s information.

Access, Process, and Release Patient Records Easily—EHR Static
EHR Static provides a convenient repository of archived clinical documents from any
source including legacy EMRs, images, scanned documents, notes etc. Stored as
PDFs, they are fully searchable by description, type, date range, provider and more.
An excellent way to archive an EHR without the expense, or for easy patient record
processing and patient record release.
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